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the legendary skuld also features prominently in the tale of gudrun,
wife of kjartan and sister of king hroar in the scandinavian legendary
saga gesta danorum. gudrun and hroar had a child named eysteinn
who was killed by his step-father, and the three women used their

wiles to bring about the death of kjartan, and they then went on to live
together in the fjords of iceland. this story, along with many others,

were alluded to in the germanic poems in völsunga saga, where
gudrun killed her step-son with a throw of her spear, and the valkyries
were present, and the sisters were able to make the spear return and

kill hroar. this is a three-dimensional reconstruction of a viking age
burial discovered in sweden. the deceased was wearing a dress made
of layers of different coloured textiles, with a full bodice and skirt that
were held up by girdle brooches. this is a cast of a bronze vessel which

was found in a peat-bog in the north of sweden. it is a typical viking
age bucket with a form and decoration which is common in

scandinavia. the vessel is decorated with two figures, which are
probably intended to depict a male and a female. the vessel was

buried with grave goods, including a necklace, a bracelet, a brooch,
and a pendant. in scandinavian courtly society, married women had a
more public role and more opportunities for social mobility than those

in other parts of europe, especially in the form of royal marriages
(notably denmark) and even the power to rule their husbands lands
and even themselves with their husbands absence. because of the
availability of an education, however, women also became highly

educated, learned to read and write, and, because their writing was
done on vellum, they would have had experience with the skills that
produced this manuscript and written language in general. in viking

age scandinavia, women were able to participate in intellectual
debates and could even travel, despite the dangers of the sea and

warfare. one of the more famous stories involving female travellers of
the viking age is that of hildegard, who travelled to southern italy in
the 980s and was eventually able to convince the pope to return her

home to germany with the help of her sister (westreich, 150).
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there was, as so
often, a lot more
to the viking age

than just what the
historians have

left for us to
discover. it would
be wonderful to
be able to fill in

the blanks for this
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time in history
but,

unfortunately,
that is not

possible. however,
the lives of

women in viking
age society would

probably have
been very

different from
those of today.

they would have
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lived in a well-
organized family
and society, one
in which women

could take part in
all aspects of the
viking age. they
would have been
more influential
than many of us

expect and would
have had the

same authority
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and power as
men. the only

times when they
would have been
subdued, if at all,
would have been
when the viking

age in europe was
declared to have
ended, that is,

when the area of
viking lands had
shrunk to a very
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limited, stable
part of what

became england
and north and

central europe. in
the later viking

age, from the 8th
century ce

onwards, a new
type of woman

came to the fore,
what in modern
europe would
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have been called
she traders. this

was not a valkyria
or rurikid woman,
the "herdswomen"
of russian poetry
and history, but a

woman of the
commercial elite,

who, if the
evidence of þrasi

in norwegian
society is any
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guide, was by no
means all that
rare. with the

gradual economic
decline of the
viking era, the

level of commerce
and industry is

debatable,
though. in any

case, women like
her were part of a
class. the viking
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age was a viking
world, so with a
few exceptions

like the
mysterious kogge
in hedeby (where
there is evidence
of a society and a
economy), viking
age europe was

not a society
where most

people lived in
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urban
environments,

and where women
were part of the

wider society, and
an economic class

of its own.
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